CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR THE THREE CSSP AWARDS

As announced in the 2013 Oct/Nov. issue of CSSP, the publishers of CSSP have instituted 3 Best Paper Awards: one for the best paper in the area of Circuits and Systems in a given year (Armen H. Zemanian Best Paper Award), one for the best paper in the area of Signal Processing in a given year (Sydney R. Parker Best Paper Award), and one for the best paper in the previous 2 years irrespective of the area (M.N.S. Swamy Best Paper Award).

As the Editor-in-Chief of Circuits, Systems and Signal Processing, I am now calling for nominations amongst the papers that have been published in printed form in 2016 for the Armen H. Zemanian Best Paper Award and the Sydney R. Parker Best Paper Award. For the M.N.S. Swamy Best Paper Award, papers published in printed form in 2015 or 2016 are eligible. The nomination should contain information of the title of the paper, names of the authors, page numbers, the issue in which it has been published, and the name of the award to which the paper has been nominated, and should be accompanied by a paragraph of the reasons for nominating it for the award. The nominations should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief, M.N.S. Swamy, to cssp@ece.concordia.ca. Deadline for nominations is October 1, 2017. The information should be supplied in the following format.

Name of the Award:
Title of the Paper:
Names of Authors:
Issue Number, Month and Year of Publication:
Page Numbers:
Reasons for Nomination: